
Position: Brewmaster/Head Brewer  

Job Type: Full-time  

Place: Goa, India 

Experience: Production Brewing, 5 years (Preferred) 

Company: Latambarcem Brewers Pvt. Ltd., Goa, India  

About Latambarcem Brewers Pvt. Ltd.: 

In one of the most exciting places on the planet, with innovation and growth, that are a part of 
the weather, there comes potentially, India’s best bespoke and innovative beer company, 
Latambarcem brewers. The name comes from the village and surroundings of our creation, the 
hub of what we do, our inspiration and dream- our beer factory, in Goa, in the west coast of 
India, kissed by the sun and the sea. Goa is located in in the western coast of India, with sunny 
beaches, and is an international tourist destination.  

We are a start-up craft brewing company with our new production facility under installation.  
We are currently installing a production facility designed to produce 50 hectoliters of beer per 
day.  

We will research, innovate and produce international beers with local flavors, maintaining the 
integrity of beers and yet make them palatable to Indians. 

For these creations to take place we need a friend who likes what we do, a brew buddy who 
will, with his expertise and class create and craft the best beers made in this country. 

Why do we feel that the brewmaster would love what he does best, with us? 

 Because, we are a company that is based on Innovation, Infrastructure and we work 
with Indigenous Resources. And above all IMPACT. We will innovate even in the way we 
farm and get our raw material. 

 We will build infrastructure around the brewing industry. 

 We will be a global brand, with local spirit. 

 We will be the finest ambassador of the culture of craft breweries. 

 We will be a completely green company producing zero waste on the principle of 
renewability. 

 We will work with local communities and involve them in our progress. Community is 
king in our company. 

 We will be a globally responsible brand which will take the beer experience beyond the 
bottle. 

 

 



We are hiring a Full-Time Production Brewer for our production facility at Latambarcem 
Brewers Pvt. Ltd., Goa, India.  

Required Qualifications: 

 Worked as a brewer or in a similar position 
 Additional experience in: bottling, packaging, filtration, sanitation, equipment 

maintenance, and safety regulations 
 Experience in designing and developing innovative styles of beers to be eventually 

developed into brands 
 Follow established processes and recipes to ensure consistency in production 
 Strong administrative skills required: Communication, scheduling, planning, and 

inventory control 
 Passionate and innovative about craft beer in a developing craft brewing market 
 Eager to train and extend knowledge and experience  
 Able to develop a brewing team and share collaborative ideas and strategies with our 

sales team, marketing department, and upper management 
 Has a great sense of humor and positive attitude 
 Be cross-functional and a jack-of-all-trades 
 Has a desire to work in a fast-paced growing company 
 Have been long experienced as a creative Brewer  
 Has been credited/recognized with brewing excellence.  
 Set up quality standards in production and high sanitary levels compliant to HACCP  
 Conversant with Brewery Effluent management systems and attaining higher standards 
 Has attention to detail  

If you are confident and ready to head our team and set out to produce award winning craft 
brews, please send your resume with a cover letter to ivarshnei@gmail.com.  

Please feel free to contact us over phone or email if you have any queries regarding the 
company or the position. 

Contact person: Ishan Varshnei 

Email: ivarshnei@gmail.com 

Phone: (India) +91 63550 84880 

Do join us in this exciting journey.  

LATAMBARCEM BREWERS 

BEER & BEYOND 
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